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• $1 million donation

Alumni House
named for donor
By Amanda Hebert
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine's
new alumni house will be named
after its largest funding contributor Dr. Robert D. Buchanan, a
retired dentist from Caribou,
Maine, who now resides in
California.
Buchanan made a gift of $1
million to the project.
Construction on the Robert
D. Buchanan '44 Alumni House
is slated to begin in the spring of
2000, on the site where Public
Safety and the Franco-American
Center are currently located.
The new building will have
many uses, according to Amos
Orcutt, president/CEO of the
University of Maine Foundation.
"It will be the front door rfor
the campus]," he said.
Right now UMaine lacks any
official front entrance, a place for
people to begin and end their visits to the university.
Orcutt says the house is part
of the long-term architectural
plan for the campus as a whole.
Judy Collier, director of the

Alumni House Campaign, said at
the university's request Alumni
House will house the new
Visitor's Center.
The building will have three
levels. The main floor will be
home to the Maine Event Room,
which will host large receptions
and events. Collier said this
room, as well as others on the
main floor of the building, will
serve a need not currently met on
campus. There are few reception
halls made to house between 125
and 150 people, a number in
between the capacities of Wells
Commons and the president's
house. Alumni House will provide such spaces. Other areas
will be made for smaller gatherings.
"There will be human-sized
rooms," Orcutt said.
Collins said one of these
rooms will be the Maine Family
Room, an informal meeting
place for students, faculty, visitors and alumni.
Another key to the main floor
of the facility will be a library
See ALUMNI on page 3
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Bass in your face!!!

• Retirees

Retirement
Community
shot down
By Stanley Dankoski
and Debra Hatch
Maine Campus staff

Keith Mann and Strange Pleasure played at Stewart quad on
Wednesday. The band will be playing Saturday of Bumstock
weekend at 9:15 p.m. (Scott Shelton photo.)

• Stillwater Apartments

Student recalls fire
By Brett Cough
Maine Campus staff

Firefighters attempt to put out the fire that consumed part of
Stillwater Apartments on Dec. 8, 1998. Kristen Moore was a resident of the complex who was forced to evacuate due to the fi re.
(Jason Canniff photo.)

16, 1999

In the early hours of Dec. 8,
1998, Kristen Moore finished
wrapping the Christmas presents
she had purchased the day before,
anticipating the joy her family and
friends would experience finding
them under the tree on Christmas
morning. Never did she anticipate
they would be picking them from
beneath the charred rubble of her
apartment building for the next
few days. Or that her own
Christmas tree would be found on
her third day of searching for her
belongings, where fire fighters
had tossed it from the balcony,
lights and bows intact.
Moore, a senior finance major
at the University of Maine, was
running 10 minutes late for her 8
a.m. class on the morning ofDec. 8.
As she left her third-floor apartment
in the Stillwater Apartment complex on College Avenue in Orono,
she encountered her first-floor
neighbor — wrapped in a towel,
exiting her apartment, trailed by
smoke. The man from the apartment across the hall came out, carrying a fire extinguisher and strug-

gling in vain to make it work.
Despite her neighbor's reassurance it was a small fire that would
be extinguished quickly, Moore
trusted her instincts and went back
upstairs to wake her sleeping
roommate. Moore corralled her
kitten, Lily, into a cat carrier and
grabbed a sweatshirt and sweatpants for her towel-clad neighbor.
"You know, when I was growing up, I was always so scared of
fire. I always thought about that
one thing I would save if I could,
and decided it was my baby blanket, my `kiki," she recalls, smiling. "It's the one thing that was
irreplaceable. I'm glad I spent all
that time thinking about it."
Remembering that from long
ago, she grabbed it. With Lily in
tow, she headed out the door,
casting a sideways glance at her
defenseless fish, obliviously
encased in their glass tank.
Moore was completely unprepared for the dramatic change in
circumstance since she had come
upstairs less than five minutes
before. She was expecting that
the fire had been contained in the
See FIRE on page 5

The University of Maine will
not pursue its original plan to
build a retirement community on
university property, the chief
financial officer said Wednesday.
The university is, however,
considering an affiliation with a
developer who is looking into
building a similar facility in the
Orono-Old Town area, said Chief
Financial Officer Robert Duringer.
He and two representatives
from the university's public
affairs department said UMaine
President Peter Hoff and
Duringer decided to withdraw
the plans after considering many
benefits and drawbacks.
They examined many university and community concerns
through open forums, discussions and e-mail, Duringer said.
The university's largest drawback was the location of the
retirement community, especially
when several members of the
agricultural department said the
community would have taken 50
to 60 acres of its Witter farmland.
The latest location had been
an area of land called Deer Pens,
which 20 years ago was a
research facility that tried to reinSee RETIREES on page 4
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• Pharmaceutical research

• Animal rights

• Mistaken attack

Consortium creates $45 KLM issues apology for NATO blames Serbs for
million genome project shredding 440 squirrels recent convoy bombing
LONDON (AP) — A consortium of pharmaceutical companies announced today the creation
of a $45 million project to map human genetic
markers that could help identify disease-promoting genes and develop diagnostic tests.
The project, called SNP Consortium Ltd., is being
funded by the Wellcome Trust and 10 pharmaceutical
companies. SNP refers to genetic markers called single
nucleotide polymorphisms.
The project aims to create a map of these markers
to help identify genes involved in common and rare
diseases, help create "personalized" medicines based
on genetic variations and develop new medical tests.
The consortium said it intends to identify up to
300,000 SNPs and map at least 150,000 for study.
The Whitehead Institute, Washington University
School of Medicine in St. Louis, the Wellcome Trust's
Sanger Centre, and the Stanford Human Genome
Center will identify and map SNPs.
The program at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory will
organize, analyze and distribute the information.

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) — Stung
by public outrage, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
apologized Thursday for using a shredding
machine to kill 440 Chinese squirrels shipped
illegally to the Netherlands.
KLM called Monday's slaughter an unethical mistake, but said it had little choice after failing to find a
new home for the furry rodents, which arrived from
China last week without proper documentation en
route to a collector in Athens, Greece.
In a statement, the airline said it "made a grave
mistake on ethical grounds" when it killed the squirrels, and said it deserved criticism from the public and
animal rights groups.
It said it "offers its most sincere apologies to animal lovers and all those offended by the events."
The employee responsible for the slaughter has
been ordered to stay home pending an investigation.
KLM said it would no longer accept shipments of animals from China and was considering stopping all
transports of exotic animals.

MORINI, Albania (AP) — Dibran Asmani
was riding the tractor convoy to deliverance,
nearing Albania after three days on the road,
when the world exploded in front of him. That
was the last he saw of his family.
"Suddenly, there was a big blast, and I started running," the 80-year-old said, dazed and hunched over
his cane. "All I could think was, my God, NATO is
bombing us. I ran through the field like a mouse. I'm
ashamed, but I'm too old to lie about it."
Like other refugees traveling in a convoy attacked
Wednesday, he said he heard aircraft, and three bombs
fell nearby. Two tractors towing wagons jammed with
people were blown apart.
.
Today, NATO acknowledged mistakenly bombing
the convoy, but blamed the Serbs for putting the
refugees in harm's way. Yugoslavia says at least 64
people were killed and 20 wounded when the tractors
were hit near the Serb army camp at Djakovica.
Asmani's wife and daughter were in the convoy,
along with his daughter-in-lawand three children.
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• Retribution

• Advanced weaponry

• Mudslides

Israeli companies to
divide compensation

Pakistani nuclear missile
test intensifies arms race

Rescue workers among
missing, injured, dead

JERUSALEM (AP) — Some 68 Israeli
companies will share over $31 million in compensation. for damage they sustained during
the 1991 Gulf War, Israel's Justice Ministry
said Thursday.
The money comes from a U.N. committee established in 1991 to compensate individuals and businesses harmed by Iraq during the war. The committee
draws its funds from Iraqi oil revenues.
The decision by the Geneva-based committee,
announced Tuesday, represents the first time the fund
has compensated Israeli companies. Previous awards
have been made to individual Israelis.
Nearly $31.5 million will go to 68 Israeli companies that sustained damage when Iraq unleashed 40
Scud missiles on the Jewish state.
The largest award among those going to companies
is nearly $5.7 million; the smallest, nearly $2.000.
Requests from another 17 companies were rejected;
another 39 are awaiting a decision.
The committee also granted 13 individuals a total
of about $231,000. Nearly $900,000 has already been
awarded to Israelis.

ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) — Pakistan
tested a second nuclear-capable missile today,
again upping the ante in the arms race with its
uneasy neighbor India.
The missile tested was the Shaheen 1, the first in a
new series of surface-to-surface missiles, military and
government officials said. The missile's range of 450
miles was considerably less than the Ghauri II ballistic missile tested by Pakistan on Wednesday. ,
"These flight tests have strengthened national
security and will help in maintaining a strategic balance in South Asia," said a foreign ministry statement
issued after the test.
The earlier test of the Ghauri II, which has a range
of 1,200 miles, was carried out in apparent response to
a trial launch of an advanced version of India's Agni
missile last Sunday.
The Ghauri II, like the new Shaheen missile can carry
a nuclear or conventional payload of 2,200 pounds.
Since India and Pakistan exploded nuclear devices
last year and declared themselves nuclear powers, the
international community has been trying to avert a
regional arms race.

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Two mudslides killed at least five people in western
Colombia on Thursday, some of them rescue
workers. Another 25 people were missing and
feared buried alive, authorities said.
After weeks of torrential rains, the mudslides
plowed under several blocks of the town of Argelia,
150 miles west of Bogota, the capital. The first slide
occurred before dawn, the second after rescue workers had arrived.
Among at least 25 people trapped and feared
killed were firefighters, police officers and civil
defense workers, said Alfonso Vargas, the
Colombian Red Cross director in Cali, the provincial
capital.
"We need help. This is too small a hospital to
deal with this emergency," the director of Argelia's
hospital, Yadira Borrero, told The Associated Press
by telephone. She said she had already received five
bodies, all belonging to rescue workers.
Another four men were injured, three of whom were
rushed to a larger hospital in the nearby city of
Cartago. Most of them had broken bones, Borrero said.
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Sex Matters
Q: How often do people have sex?
Male, Junior
A: By "sex" I'll assume you mean
intercourse. Clearly this depends on the
availability of a partner as well as interest/desire. The results of the latest
national study on sexual behavior(published in 1994 as Sex in America)found
that married couples had more sex than
single people. They also found that the
amount of sex varied a lot from couple
to couple. Approximately one-third of
people said they had sex several times a
week; one-third had sex several times a
month, and the other third of the sample
said they had sex several times a year or
not at all.

oy Sandra L. Caron

but she isn't willing to even try. Male,
Sophomore
A: You bring up a good point: No
one should ever be forced or coerced
into any sexual behavior they are not
comfortable with. In terms of who likes
or does not like oral sex: depending on
what study you look at, 10 percent to 30
percent of people surveyed found oral
sex unusual, kinky or very unappealing.
Older adults report less experience with
oral sex than younger people; those
with more education are more likely to
engage in oral sex than those with
fewer years of schooling. There are
many reasons why someone may feel
uncomfortable with oral sex and wish
to avoid it. Can you talk with your partner about what may be going on for
her'? One of the most obvious relates to
an individual's morals and attitudes

Q: Why don't some people like
oral sex? I tried to convince my girlfriend that it was normal stuff to do,

3

about sex. Some believe that oral sex is
simply wrong and conflicts with their
personal code of acceptable behavior.
Other reasons are unrelated to morality
and concern the mechanics of the
behavior itself. Women are often concerned that the man will ejaculate in her
mouth and she will find that unpleasant.
While it is not dangerous to swallow
semen (assuming no STDs), some
women would rather not do so (since
many students ask, semen is low in
calories with only 5 calories in the average ejaculate). Both men and women
worry that the smell or taste of the
female genitals will be unpleasant or
repulsive. In reality, female genitals
that are washed with normal regularity
have a natural fragrance that most people find attractive and enjoyable. If
these are some of her concerns, perhaps

they can be overcome by sensitivity,
respect and patience.
BE SURE TO TUNE IN TO "SEX
MATTERS LIVE" WEDNESDAY
EVENINGS FROM 10-11 P.M. ON
YOUR CAMPUS RADIO STATION:
WMEB,91.9FM.
PHONE (581-2333), FAX (5814343), OR FIRST CLASS(SEX MATTERS DROP BOX) YOUR QUESTIONS!!!
Sandra L Caron is an associate
professor of family relations/human
Sexuality in the College ofEducation &
Human Development; she teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality in the spring
semester. Questions for Caron can be
sent directly to her at The Maine
Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright
Sandra L Caron 1999.

Alumni

from page 1

and museum.
"The [General Alumni Association]
has an extensive collection of material
packed away," Collier said. "They will be
pulled out and displayed."
The materials being unearthed from
various closets and storage spaces include
stein collections, Rudy Vallee memorabilia, more than 100 years of University of
Maine yearbooks, and the work of university journalists, artists, poets and authors.
"The bottom line is that this is a facility to recognize our alumni," Orcutt said.
He hopes that the building will be a

place that inspires current students,
encouraging them to turn to successful
alumni for role models.
The other two levels will feature
offices for both the General Alumni
Association and the University of Maine
Foundation. The Senior Skulls, All Maine
Women, The Sophomore Eagles and the
Sophomore Owls will all have space in the
building and its lower level will be a student center.
Money is currently being raised to construct the building. Collier said none of the
funds come from tuition or the govern-

ment and all funding is contributed
through private donations.
Part of Buchanan's donation will go
towards moving Public Safety.,
"They really need a new facility," Orcutt
said."They have grown out of the old one."
Orcutt said the new building would be
near facilities management and the

1

University Credit Union.
The Franco-American Center will also
be moved, and Collins said two other
buildings near it are being examined.
Orcutt said there will be one more year
of fund raising, mostly to cover soft expenses, such as building permits, and to create an
endowment for the upkeep of the facility.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMain e's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Apply for the following positions!

Open-m nded unique indivi.dua
wante open to ALL majors!
The Maine

us will be hiring for:

•Editor in Chief

•Photo Editor

•News Editor

•Assistant City Editor
Submit you
•Copy Editor
application
to: Misty
•Writers
Edgecomb
•Photographers
at the Maine
Campus by
April 19th.
1-1271
on Callwith
any
questions.

•City Editor
•Arts & Style
•Sports Editor
•Opinion Editor

Pick Up an application for an positions
the 4th floor of Cha ourne Han.
."

I3e"

• Generous salary
• Great resume builder
• Campus Involvement

You don't need to
be a rocket
scientist!
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h Police Log
While investigating a criminal mischief report on the third floor of
Hancock Hall, a Public Safety officer
talked with two men in a dorm room on
Sunday at 2:14 a.m. The officer saw the
men drinking alcohol and, as a result,
Matthew P. Simoneu, 19, was summoned for furnishing a place for minors
to consume alcohol and Scott Greniner,
19, was summoned for possession of
alcohol by a minor.
A Public Safety officer saw Keith
Turcotte, 19, of Sanford, Maine, standing outside a Cumberland Hall door,
which was propped open, on Saturday
at 1:28 a.m. Turcotte told the officer he
didn't live in the dorm and wasn't a student, but he was visiting a friend. The
officer asked Turcotte if he could walk
with him to his friend's room and
Turcotte refused to do so. The officer
gave Turcotte a trespass warning. Later
that night, the officer saw Turcotte in a
Cumberland Hall stairwell. When
Turcotte refused to take the officer to
his friend's room he was arrested on
charges of criminal trespass.

Erik L. Ford, 23, was arrested on
charges of criminal trespass on Saturday
at 1:50 a.m. after an officer saw him in
Cumberland Hall without someone who
lived in the building. When the officer
told Ford he couldn't be in the dorm
unless he was a guest of someone who
lived there, Ford refused to leave. The
officer asked him again and said he
would have to arrest Ford if he didn't
leave. Ford told the officer to go ahead
and arrest him. The officer did.
Officers went to the athletic department on Thursday at 2:29 p.m. in
response to a complaint that someone was
making a disturbance. Gail J. Leong, 45,
was asked to leave the Memorial Gym,
but she refused and demanded to be
arrested. She refused to leave and was
arrested for criminal trespass. Leong was
taken to Penobscot County Jail.

By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff

Worship this Sunday
at the

Wilson Protestant Sudent Center
Maine Christian Association
67 College Avenue, Orono
5 p.m.
Come and worship with us in the warmth and beauty of
the cathedral room in the Wilson Center. A home cooked
meal will be served after the worship.

Come to the Graduation
Day Buffet at Oriental Jade.
Get the family together and savor
all the flavors of graduation day with Oriental
Jade's special Graduation Day Buffet, featuring:
• Pepper Steak • Scallops • Honey Ham
• Shrimp • Boneless Spareribs• Imperial
Chicken • Plus 60 other favorites and
sherbet for dessert.
All-You-Can-Eat
For Only $
90i

7
- ORIENTAL
JADE=

Graduation
Day Bufflt
served 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30p.m.
ORIENTAL JADE Bangor Mall Blvd.
Next to the Bangor Cinema
http://www.orientaljade.corn

ant

947-6969

Retirees

from page 1

troduce caribou and
deer from
Newfoundland to Orono. The animals died
and the facility closed. Trees have since
taken root and now cover the land.
The university hasn't turned its face
from the retirement community idea,
Duringer said.
The university's alternative plan
would form a partnership with a private
developer that has also been looking into
building a retirement community in the
Orono-Old Town area.
The university and the firm knew of
each other's existence for about eight or
nine months, Duringer said. When the
university's plan fell through, the two
sought common options.
No agreement has been set, and further
negotiations will show if an affiliation is
made between the university and the
developing firm.
University officials would not release
the name of the developer.
Although an affiliation has not been
set, the university already has objectives
that are similar to that of the on-campus
proposal, Duringer said.
• The retirement facility would be
designed to attract alumni, supporters,
retired employees and others who are
interested in living close to the university
for classes and events, as well as providing residents with incentives to take part
as students, spectators or supporters to
enrich the university community.
A shuttle bus system may also be set up
for the retirees, said John Diamond, director of public affairs. The buses would transport residents from their community to the
university.
• Students could benefit from the
retirement facility, which would provide
learning and employment opportunities
by allowing them to work in jobs relating
to their fields of study.
The decision not to pursue an on-campus
retirement community also eliminated about
150 new student jobs, Duringer said. The
possible opportunities with the affiliation
would best fit nursing or social work majors.
• The affiliation would generate additional revenue for the university through
an agreed arrangement made between the
university and the developer.
The university may also offer the residents package deals, Duringer said.
Packages may include discounts to the

bookstore, athletic tickets or Maine Center
for the Arts, as well as access to books at
Fogler Library, Duringer said. All packages would be aimed at accommodating
the residents' interests.
An official announcement of a possible
affiliation is expected in about 30 days,
Duringer said.
Duringer, Diamond and Joe Carr, the
university news director, met with two members of the Faculty Senate, Student
Government President Wesley Petteway and
President of the Association of Graduate
Students Charles Watson earlier Wednesday
morning.
"I'm disappointed in the way this all
ended," Petteway said. "If a private contractor is taking interest in this, then perhaps we are missing an opportunity here.
It ended too soon."
Students felt the university was pushing the retirement community's plans too
much too soon and the administration did
not seem to realize how much students felt
about the issue, Petteway said.
The proposal was to go to the
University of Maine System board of
trustees in mid-May.
Henry Metcalf, associate professor of
engineering and chairman of the financial
and institutional planning committee of
Faculty Senate, said the process the university took went against protocol because the
university brought a conceptual plan to the
board of trustees at the board's January
meeting, a month before forums were available.
"I think people understood there would
hardly be any university resources,"
Metcalf said. "But I'm not sure many people were sold on the vision."
The Faculty Senate saw better priorities, such as expanding Fogler Library and
Memorial Union, Metcalf said.
"The only reaction I observed [from faculty] was one of relief that this controversial
issue is being put to rest," Metcalf said.
"The decision was definitely wellreceived by a good portion of the
Faculty Senate," said Kathleen March, a
professor of Spanish and the Faculty
Senate secretary.
"Basically, since there has been so
much discussion, it's understandable what
the decision was," March said. "my
expectation is that the university is doing
what's best, and I believe that. That does-

utchins Concert Hall
Friday, April 16!

is on sale now
at Dr Recorcs
20 Vain Street
866-7874
ENTER TO WIN AN AUTOGRAPHED ANI
DIFRANCO POSTER OR LIMITED EDITION
VINYL EP!(no purchase necessary)
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from page 1

apartment where it began, and the sudden
peril caught her by surprise.
"There was a wall of thick, black
smoke," she says. "None of the fire lights
or alarms were going off. You couldn't see
a damn thing [because] the smoke was so
thick. As I ran down the stairs. I kept telling
myself, 'I just need to make it to the bottom. I just need to make it to the bottom.—
Blinded by smoke, she ran into walls
and railings on her descent. After what
seemed like forever to her, she reached the
bottom. Seeing the firefighter rushing in
was like seeing the light at the end of the
tunnel, Moore says.
She stood outside and watched as a man
and a woman were rescued from separate
third-floor balconies. The ambulance arrived
to treat the residents for smoke inhalation.
"I was the ambulance attendant's
worst nightmare," Moore says. "I was not
cooperative at all. They wanted to check
my vital signs and I wanted to leave and
not watch my stuff burn to the ground.
"I was bawling and shaking. I could
not sit there and watch it happen."
She called her sister's boyfriend from the
ambulance to come pick her up. They went
back to her sister's apartment, where she
called her parents and stayed until she heard
on the news that the fire had been put out.
She and her sister returned. She found
a firefighter and asked if everything in her
apartment was gone.
"Was that the apartment with the fish
tank?" she recalls him asking. "I did
everything I could to save your fish and I
think they're okay."
As traumatizing as it was to see her
apartment for the first time, Moore felt a
sense of reassurance by the caring behavior of the firefighters and the pains they

had taken to save the fish and as many of
her belongings as possible. "It made it so
much easier at the time to deal with it."
Flames had ripped through the kitchen
and half of the living room before they
were extinguished. The rest of the living
room, the bathroom and the bedroom all
had extensive smoke and water damage.
All told, the loss of things Moore owned

Moore spent the next several days searching
the ruins to recover personal items and
belongings. However,it was much more complicated to put the pieces of her life together.
Moore lost everything school-related—her books, notebooks, projects and a
laptop computer with her completed
resume —the week before final exams for
the semester. She was able to borrow text-

If children are taught by their parents to value
relationships over material possessions,
Moore has truly learned the value of that lesson in her experiences. If anything, she has
emerged with a healthy sense for and appreciation of how important her friends and family are, as well as how lucky she really is.
totaled more than $11,000. Fortunately,
Moore was covered under her parents'
homeowner's insurance policy as a
dependent child away from home.
She was able to recover a table, a couple of lamps and a dresser, but her appliances, electronic items and much of her
furniture were a total loss. She was able to
save a majority of her clothes and her bed
by having them cleaned. The dry cleaning
bill was more than $2,000.
But the most important, sentimental
things to Moore—family pictures and a
blanket from her great-grandmother-were saved.
With the help of her family and friends,

books from the university and notes from
classmates, but nothing could replace the
effort she put into a semester-long project
lost in the fire. She had to take two incompletes on the semester and was unable to
take a winter term class as she had
planned. Not only did her academic performance suffer due to her stress about the
situation, she now has to take a summer
class after her graduation in May.
Moore stayed temporarily with her parents in Bangor, but wanted to get an apartment closer to school and her job at MBNA
in Orono. She called around, explaining her
situation and looking to no avail for someone who would give her just a six-month

lease. Her only option, if she wanted an
apartment, was to commit to staying in
Orono for another year, so she did it.
If children are taught by their parents
to value relationships over material possessions, Moore has truly learned the
value of that lesson in her experiences. If
anything, she has emerged with a healthy
sense for and appreciation of how important her friends and family are, as well as
how lucky she really is.
Her co-workers chipped in to give her
money, clothing and dishes. Strangers
who had seen her picture in the paper,
snapped by a Bangor Daily News photographer as she walked away with her
Christmas presents in hand, offered her
comfort and sympathy.
She gave her statement to the fire marshal after the fire and made one visit to
legal services at the university, but never
went back. The only acknowledgment she
received from the owner of the complex
was her security deposit minus rent for the
eight days in December.
She has no idea if she has any legal
recourse against the building owner and
manager, who were charged for various code
violations stemming from inoperable fire
extinguishers and malfunctioning alarms and
warning lights. She would prefer to put the
whole ordeal behind her.
However, it's easier said than done.
"I have to check twice, three times,
before I leave my apartment to make sure
nothing's on," Moore says. "Sometimes
it's a little out of control."
And the piercing, mournful wail of a
siren still sends shivers down her spine.
"It's everything I can do not to follow
the fire engines to make sure they're not
going to my apartment," she says."Because
you never know, it could be your house."

The Maine Campus
vo rtiment

III
AiNe04Ads/Production
Is looking for: • Experience in Quark
•SALES PEOPLE

Make your own hours
Work on commission
Must have transport2tion
• RECEPTIONIST

Macintosh experience
a plus.

Xpress and/or Pagemaker
a plus.
• Creative, able to
communicate with other
departments, work on
deadlines.

Answer Customer Calls
Hourly Wage
Must,be able to.cornm.unicate effectively
with others.
-

The Maine
Campus is
an equal
opportunity
employer.

Thursday, 4/15

Friday, 4/1 6

Saturday, 4/17

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

Mike Silva

Luis Palau

Luis Palau

Guest Artist:

Guest Artist:

Guest Artist:

Phillips, Craig & Dean

Sara Paulson

Five Iron Frenzy
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1 Project
y celebration of women with a
ocus on cros-cultural concepts
y and body image and the role
y play in women's lives.
2:30-4pm Yoga Workshop. Peg Shannon is a certified hatha yoga teacher, she

has a masters in theological studies, and teaches world religion at
.Unity College. This workshop will include an introduction to yoga postures, breathing
and relaxation techniques with attention to women's health issues. In addition she
will also talk about yoga philosophy. Mats are included. No experience necessary.
ance Studio, 1944 Building

FRIDAY, APRIL i6, 1999

3-4pm Women and Aging with Maria Baeza
Join Maria Baeza fto talk about the changes women experience in their bodies as
Project will be displayed in the lobby and the Bocfvvell Lounge.Additionally, Beautiful Project they age. Bring all your wrinkles, bulges, sagging parts and anything else you've
staff members will be dressed in taditional costumes from their country of origin or as
been !Keeping under wraps! Be ready for a lively and "uplifting" discussion. DPC 117
famous women from the past. Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts. For ticket
3-4pm Mother and Daughter Body Image
information call 1-800-MCA-TIXX
Open discussion for mothers and daughters toialk about the pressures women and
iris face to be thin and beautiful and ways we can support each other to resist unrealistic ideals. DPC 217
ATI4REAY
APF111, 17 1a99
am- pm strong is autdil: Douy Image and Eating Disorders
The Wonderful Diversity of Black Hair: Shontay Delalue will lead a
in Women Athletes. Panel discussion with Maria Baeza, Andrea cla nd 475pm
and slide presentation of the many different hairstyles embraced by black
discussion
riworKer
UMaine women athletes. Maria Baeza is a licensed clinical social
over
all
women
the country. DPC 215
vate practice. She has worked in Bangor for the last 20 years. Andrea Clark is
the co-captain for the UMaine Women s Basketball team. In 1998 she was distinguished as an All-American Strength and Conditioning Athlete. She tops all 4-5:30pm Women and Their Tattoos. Chris Whittington and several "inked"
panelists will discuss the history and current issues surrounding women and tattoos.
UMaine women athletes bench pressing 170 lbs. DPC 117
DPC 115
ham-12pm Politics of Appearance Wendy Chapkis Professor of
who first perSociology and author of Beauty Secrets: Women and the Politics of Appearance 5-6:30pm Darth Jennings Live! Darth is a songwriter/performer
years.
6
for
Maine
downeast
in
lived
has
and
area
Philadelphia
the
in
formed
research.
her
on
and "Freaks, Fairies and Fat Ladies" will lead a discussion
are a social
songs
her
cats,
her
or
children
rights,
equal
about
writing
is
she
Whether
DPC 217
commentary on what's what. Her first CD will be available in June on the Speakout
12-1pm "Beautiful" A student-made documentary film examines the beauty label. DPC 100
of women through a cross-generational look at what they love to do. The film
will be introduced by director and producer Mark Dehmlow. DPC 100
5-7pm Take It Off! with Kim Airs. Join Boston-based, sex educator Kim Airs for her
most popular class. Learn how to turn yourself and your partner on by sexily remov12-1pm Poetry Reading Students and Community members read their work. ing
your clothes, regardless of your body size or shape, what you are wearing or
DPC 215
your partner's gender. It's lots of fun and taught in a warm and supportive environment. Even if you're shy, you can learn techniques you can use when in the privacy
12:30-2pm A Subject Close to Our Hearts: Women, Body Image, of your own home. - Women ages 18+ only. Dance Studio, Class of 1944 Building
and Breast Cancer. Panel discussion, slide presentation and open discussion with Rhea Cote Robbins, Randa Shirland, Gretchen Ziemer Greenberg and
ON GOING EVENTS:
more. While everybody seems to know someone who has had breast cancer
the details of lumpectomies, masectomies and reconstructive surgery remain
largely a mystery. This discussion will include what breasts look like after cancer 11am-5pm Music provided by DJ Becky. Listen to your favorite femme
anc how this change affects women's body image, both personally, socially, and grooves. Requests Welcome! DPC Atrium.
politically. Panelists will include breast cancer survivors, women at risk for
"Sunny-Side Beauty Salon" Ten-year-old entrepreneur, Naintara Mahmood
preast cancer and a surgeon who performs masectomies.DPC 105
and her Mends will offer glitter makeovers at their salon. DPC Atrium
12:30-2Epm Taking Up Space: Women and Muscle with Laurie E. Hicks
Laurie E. Hicks is Chair of the Department of Art. This discussion and slide pres- Tables full of information on political activism, local women's organizations and other
entation includes images of women body builders and the aesthetic and political events and an assortment of international and alternative women's magazines. DPC
implications of women claiming space for themselves. This slide presentation Atrium
also includes images of cross-cultural beautifuication practices. DPC 117

8-11pm Ani DiFranco Coricert. Art Exhibits and information about the Beautiful

Children's Activities throughout the day OPC 113

1-2:30pm Authentic Movement 1-2:30pm
This workshop focuses on movement coming from inside you, rather than mim- Beautiful Project staff members will be dressed as famou wornen of the
icking predescribed movement. This is an exploration letting your current feel- ent, and future from around the world.
ings guide the movement. No dance experience necessary. Dance Studio,
1944 Building
ART EXHIBITS: DPC Atrium

What Makes Your Friends Beautiful? Poems

1-2pm Women and the Outdoors with Jo Eaton of Penobscot
Riverkeepers. This workshop focuses on women who have chosen careers that
get them into the field. Registered Maine Guide, Sociologists and explorer Jo
Eaton will bring a variety of careers into focus through this slide presentation
and discussion. DPC 217
2-3pm Second showing of "Beautiful" A student-made documentary
film examines the beauty orwomen through a cross-generational look at what
they love to do. Introduction to the film will be by film director/producer Mark
Dehmlow. DPC 107
2-3pm Fat Liberation with Joanne Dauphinee, local feminist activist and
NOW affirmative action coordinator for the greater Bangor area. Joanne will
explore myths surrounding dieting and fat people. She will also give factual
information about being fat and healthy. This workshop will include a short video
and discussion on discrimination of fat people. DPC 215

photos and collages about the importance of best frie
Lunn.

tters, drawings,
nated by Sarah

Inspirational Wall: A Tribute to Inspirational woii ection of images
ped us and made
and writings honor the women who inspired us, beled t4
a difference in our lives. Coordinated by Man Abercrornbiel3hbtographer and
Director of Windover Arts Center.

Bye-Bye Barbie: Power Dolls Display. Staff members bring in their favorite alternatives to Barbie.

Mother/Daughter Photography Exhibit: Images Of mothers and daughters
and written statements answering the question "Why is your mother/daughter beautiful?" Coordinated by Tara Duffy, Shannon Clifford, and Danielle Burke.'
Student and Community Art Show: Coordinated by Bernice Cross.

Featuring works by:
Amy Dolliver Young and Shawnna Thompson Middleton, Kris Sader and Bernice
2-4pm What's All the Buzz About? Innovations and Intimacy for Women's Cross.
Sexuality. Boston-based, sex educator Kim Airs will explain the safe use of a
variety of techniques and products for women. Kim is an expert at creating a
The Beautiful Wall: Images of women with statements answering Jhe question,
respectful and fun environment while presenting accurate and useful information "Why are you beautiful'?" This exhibit is on permanent display in the Women's
for women to enhance their sexuality. This workshop is one-of-a-kind so don't Resource Center conference room, 101 Fernald Hall Coordinated by Jenny Lyons.
miss it! Ages 18+ only. DPC 100
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TOP TEN SIGNS I
WROTE THIS LIST AT
THE LAST MINUTE

By Travis Dandro
wovt.ti \jou t..ikero

8. See Number 2.

come TO flvi vkoVSE-

v-OR suppeR?

7. #9 and #10 are missing.
6. Maine Campus staff is
angrier at me than
usual because I
missed the deadline
5. Por Spelling.
4. No jokes about Shibles
c omr,muel3 • • • •

rrie

Sa

s4

Hall or university
squirrels.

40 -id!

3. This list makes Mr. Gnu
look funny.
2. See Number 8.

1. This list is well-planned
like the Union expansion, is under-budget
and on schedule.

I L2by
.
By Warcl ..
im..

ld
Leo
Roger and Salem Salloome 1997
by

New York Times Daily Crossword

Every time I see teenagers
or young people marching in a
parade, I cry.
All the otherspectators are
cheering or smiling or clapping.
It's not so bad for me. In a life
filled with uncertainty, I have a
small pocket ofconsistency
can count on.
It could be worse, I could break
out into irresistible laughter at
funerals.

Edited By Will Shortz
No.0109
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
DOWN
.1 "For goodness
16
sake!"
2"Star Wars"
17
princess
20
19
18
-3 Magnetic
a Roman candle
24
23
21 22
path
29 30 31 32
28
5 Penn or Union:
25 26 27
Abbr.
35
34
6 Hawaiian island 33
7 Leave one's
38
37
36
mark on
41
40
8 Brief
39
description
44
43
42
9 Abode of the
dead, in Norse
as
45
myth
52 53 54
10 Many Mormons
51
50
7 48 49
11 "No respect,"
57 58
56
for Rodney
55
Dangerfield
59
12 With 27-Down,
old English
60
character actor
13 Start of an
LE
PUZZ
OUS
PREVI
Puzz e by Manny Nosowsky
TO
ER
ANSW
explanation
54 To be, in old
48 Mission
30 Menace
i
S
LAG
Wilson and
SACCO
Rome
JARS
,
d'
"Vissi
49
sque
Bryane
e.g.
Be
,
A
31
Harding
ALI
PLAIN
ABEE
55 100 lbs.
"Tosca"
from
32 Was audibly
MADAMABUTTERFLY i The Platters'
56 You can get a
51 Prefix with
impressed
Mine"
"
LOADS
USE
charge out of it
ACUTE
type
37 Portray
CAN
2i Up
LABOHEME
Kind of show
57
were
52
38 Canned
T IS SANDBAG 22 Devil's Island
r 58 European
gramma
Latin
53
since
t
A
produc
ION
escapee
IER
GENIAL
streaker
task: Abbr.
1937
Belbenoit
NAIL
EIDER
EVIL
40 New York's-IBER IA 24 Right for the
ERA
NEST
Bridge
disabled
DEL
AR I ADNE
TURANDOT 2S It's neither here 41 Kind of soup, in
BAS
the South
nor there
NORMA
OHM
MARAT
26 Throw for
43 Wear it in good
I
IN
C
PUC
SBY
ERA
OP
health
AP I N 27 See 12-Down
T I MON
NCIAR
LSAT 2 Going nowhere 47 Met home
stop
STENO
OSLO

Connor of
38
ACROSS
"The
Timeworn, as a
Terminator"
joke
39 Drill
s
perhap
16 Prince,
40 Up to,
17 Errors
informally
burden
of
is Beast
41 Little one
19 Resistance unit 42 Symbols of
welcome
20 Country
bumpkins
44 Took (off)
21 Flood refuge
45 Stole, perhaps
23 Bric-a--46 Amb. worker
25-- tar pits
47 Rusty on the
diamond
28 Yum-Yum lover
in "The Mikado" 50 Substitute for
the unlisted
33 Big Ten team
52 Hoosier
34 Some radios
humorist
35 Concern for
55 Rich desserts
Claudius
59 Giant' and
36 Lodge
"Cimarron," e.g.
members
60 Head for skid
37 It may be
row?
glossed over

To bring a correction to our attention please
call 581-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 12
p.m., e-mail To_the_editor@umit.maine.edu or
by the offices located on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, across from ASAP Media Service.
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EDITORIAL
What's the whole story?
dministrators have finally abandoned the proposed University of Maine retirement community in response to student and faculty complaints. Though senior
citizens won't be housed on campus any time soon, they will, however, be an
inevitable part of the UMaine community.
A private developer is coincidentally planning to build a retirement community in the
area, and UMaine is desperately trying to get in on the deal. According to Chief
Financial Officer Robert Duringer, this compromise will allow the university to pursue
its own retirement community objectives: selling package deals for Maine Center for the
Arts performances, sporting events, Fogler Library access and numerous other benefits
of living on campus — even proposing a shuttle bus that would run from the retirement
community to UMaine. Students will also have the invaluable opportunity to work with
retirees in their academic pursuits, Duringer said.
Is seems like the perfect solution. Retirees won't live close enough to sedate the college lifestyle, and senior citizens get proximity to campus entertainment.
But what is the university gaining from this little deal? No longer will UMaine be
able to milk these people out of their social security checks each month as landlord of
the retirement community.
Duringer alluded to the money trail in a meeting with Maine Campus staff members
Wednesday, when he said that the affiliation would generate additional revenue through
an "agreed arrangement" between the university and the developer. This arrangement
could be as innocuous as the university serving as an entertainment coordinator for
active seniors, or as ethically devoid as worming UMaine into the wills of any retiree
gullible enough to sign up for the program.
Until administrators start being open with the UMaine community, we can't know for
sure. A meeting for administrators to pat themselves on the back, and brief Campus staff on
all the benefits of this decision isn't sufficient. All students deserve to know how this "deal"
will affect their experience at UMaine, and not in vague, PR-friendly generalizations.
Poor communication has been the downfall of the campus retirement community,
despite good intentions, and unless administrators start being open with students, this
new plan will meet the same fate.

A

Nip racism in the bud
ater this month. Maine residents will be given the opportunity to attend a workshop series that ultimately could help improve, if even by small proportions, race
relations in the state.
The National Coalition Building Institute is sponsoring a workshop series, titled
"White People Confronting Racism," in Topsham that could be beneficial for a lot of
people in a state often thought of as a sheltered culture.
The institute has held similar workshops for employees at the University of Southern
Maine, Bowdoin College, Unity College, and the cities of Auburn and Portland.
Although many Mainers see themselves and the state as racism free, the definition of
racism itself lends to itself to open interpretation that, in turn, affects everybody.
In order to confront prejudice and racism, education is often times the best possible way
to do so. Although the state is 98 percent white, which critics of the workshop say is a valid reason that Maine is free of racism, the workshop is still a perfect opportunity to educate people.
A presidential panel issued a report last September that stated white people tend to "benefit,
either unknowingly or consciously, from this country's history of white privilege." It also recommended that people commit at least one day a month to thinking about racial issues to help
alleviate racial prejudice. And there is no better way to do it than April 28 in Topsham.
The knock against any perception of Maine as a racist state is always that there isn't
enough racial diversity for discrimination to be a problem. But all it takes is for one
member of a minority group to feel discrimination to validate that claim.
If the old saying that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" is true, this
workshop, as well as other attempts to nip racism in the bud, cannot be seen as anything
but positive.
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• Letters to the Editor
• How dare he?
To the editor:
I
As
read
Mr.
Osterrieder's letter in the
April 9 Maine Campus,
my first reaction was
anger. Many of my friends
are the so-called "dirty
hippies" who organized
the petition drive that he
talks about. How dare he
call them names!
My next reaction was
to laugh aloud. I wondered how anyone could
be so small and simpleminded as to be offended by something so
petty. I also found his
ravings to be humorous.
"Does he really believe
this lunacy he is spouting?" I wondered. "Or is
he just trying to get people riled up?"
My lasting reaction is
to feel sorry for Mr.
Osterrieder. Upon completing his letter, it
became clear that Mr.
Osterrieder's mind has in
fact been overridden by
the propaganda fed to
him by military planners
and rich defense contractors for decades. I realized that he is a rabid
Ronald Reagan-ite who
does in fact believe
(some) of this idiocy.
Mr. Osterrieder's use
of unprovoked name-calling indicates several
things. First, it is indicative of the fact that he has
no substance on which to
debate the issues. His
assertion that "military
equals freedom" is, of
course, absurd. Far more
people are oppressed by
militaries than are freed
by them. While I agree
that we need to maintain
some kind of military in
order to provide for
national defense, perhaps
Mr. Osterrieder can tell
me just how our military
presence in Europe,
Japan, Korea and Cuba
accomplishes this.
Second,
Mr.
Osterrieder's name-calling indicates that he is
not in full possession of
the facts. Spending on
"welfare and poverty programs" in no way even
approaches the amount
spent on the military. In
addition, the amount of
money spent on one
bomber or aircraft carrier
could feed a great many
homeless people were it
used for this purpose.
While I support Mr.
Osterrieder's right to have
an opinion, I in no way
agree with it. I believe tlmt

were he to examine his
stance closely, he would
change it. In the words of
another "dirty hippie"
(Bob Dylan), "Don't criticize what you can't understand."
It
is
Mr.
Osterrieder who needs to
"think more realistically,"
and open his mind (assuming he still has one).
Andrew S. Merrill
Orono

• Facts wrong

aratists were willing to sign,
and since he began to expel
ethnic Albanians from their
homeland even before the
NATO military intervened,
NATO has a right and obligation to use military force
to prevent this ethnic cleansing. If you still disagree, I'll
put it more bluntly:
President Milosevic is systematically KILLING HIS
PEOPLE. This situation
resembles the Holocaust of
the 1930s and `40s, and I'm
certainly glad the allies used
military force that time.

To the editor:
I'm writing in response
to the letter you printed
Wednesday, April 7, concerning the conflict in
Kosovo. The writer claimed
that less than half of
Americans supported the air
strikes in Serbia, and was
expressing "outrage at the
bombings in Kosovo." First
of all, well over half of
Americans support the
NATO air offensive, and a
slight majority even support
the use of ground troops in
the region. On this point, the
writer may have merely
received misinformation or
figures that were outdated.
Secondly, I must strongly
disagree with the writer's
sentiment that these air
strikes are unfounded and
that NATO is using "murders, bombs and air raids" to
prove a point. NATO is not
"proving a point," it is putting an end some of the worst
oppression seen in the world
in years. The Serbian military is using rape, mass murder of civilians, burning and
looting of Albanian villages,
forced marches, -expulsion,
and war crimes on a group of
almost 2 million people
because of their ethnicity.
This is called genocide, and
humanity will not tolerate
the extermination of an ethnic group by its government.
Since a month or more of
negotiating with Yugoslav
President Milosevic failed to
make him accept a peace settlement, which Albanian sep-

Nate Spencer
Hancock Hall

• Dirty hippies?
To the editor:
In
response
to
Matthew Osterrieder's
narrow-minded letter to
the editor, I would just
like to ask, "What is a
dirty hippie?" Is a dirty
hippie a person who hasn't succumbed to the
social pressures of MTV
Land and the hypocrisy of
the government? Who
cares enough about the
injustices that exist to
petition for change? If so,
then I wish I was I dirty
hippie. Yes, I have hung
back and let all the dirty
hippies do all of the work.
I have been so selfish
with my time that all that
I have contributed is my
signature, or an apathetic,
"Oh, how terrible." If
they don't do it, then who
will? This campus needs
more dirty hippies. And
not the stereotype of a
dirty hippie that was so
ignorantly portrayed by
Matt. No, we need the
type of dirty hippie who
cares about people, our
animal relatives and
peace on Earth. Is it so
idealistic to think that
change is possible, or is
Matt the misguided one?
Ann Mary Gleason
Balentine Hall

EDITORIAL POLICY
The Maine Campus welcomes submissions from its
readers. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 350
words. Submissions longer than 350 words will be published only when space is available. The longer the piece, the
less likely it will be published. Submissions are published on
a first-come,first-serve basis, without exception.
All submissions must include a full name,address and
telephone number. Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason.
The opinions expressed in columns, letters and cartoons do not reflect the views of The Maine Campus or
its staff.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, taste, libel and to fit available space.
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• Guest column

Keeping in touch
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By Amanda Hebert
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"chatting" meant a costly
of staring at a blank screen. So
phone call, money better spent
I scan the addresses to see who
on other things. Graduating
has written. There is the usual
• Bench mentality
classes never had the opportujunk mail, and a message from
nity to share news about their
my swim coach, but the overlives until their 10-year
whelming majority of the mail
reunion. He would be amazed
is from Bryant College in
that my high school class is
Rhode Island, Colby-Sawyer
one starry night they shut off the
They, God forbid, attempted to
suppose I will just have to
making its own web page, crein New Hampshire, and
generators, thus terminating
bring this new and dangerous
live vicariously through the
ating our own on-line reunion
Virginia Tech. There are even
Bumstock in that present form. substance called "alcohol" to
memories of those people I
anytime, minus maybe the
a few from my home town.
And in the summer of '82, while
chain-linked field for next weektalk to on the bench in front of
cliques and backbiting.
They are all from all the peothose all those "dirty hippies" end's festivities, allowing those
Ampersand, the townies, the
He would probably tell me
ple my father said I would
were away, somebody gave the
of age to enjoy a tasty beverage
ones who have dwelled in Orono
I have kept up with my friends
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to the sway of
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because I am a girl. Maybe he
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and
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instead of writing my column?
company. With a
itated at UMaine
saying I had a really good,
"OK," I tell myself, "time
good lineup of
over the past
close-knit group of friends.
to buckle down and do some
bands and dreams
decade, the ones
Those things would be true,
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who can quote
but there is more to it than
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it
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things about technology — peokind female voice says. It has
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ple being ripped off, disgustto be my friend Paul from
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life to the simple issue of "coning Web sites posting the
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of that sass. Then the administrathe Deer Pens. Then Bumstock
trol,” making the university a
recipes for date rape drugs and
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tion and the Good Doctor put the
moved to a parking lot, and then
"safer and more comfortable"
displaying child pornography.
friends. He loves to talk on
to the lawn behind the library, smack down, using a tired old
place to be.
There is a bright side to the
ICQ, a chat program he helped
Christian morality, not allowing
and then finally to its present
These bench-dwellers have
Internet, the side that connects
me download form the
alcohol on the basis that it was
home at Hilltop, all the while
the nostalgic quality of those old
people and keeps them togethInternet. It's one of the three
bringing in more police, more "unethical" and that he was "not
and leathery men in front of the
er. The side that has helped me
chat programs I open every
restrictions, all to the cause of comfortable having catered alcogeneral stores in small towns, the
stay in touch with the people I
time I enter the room. There's
hol" because of the "public
"control" and being "safe and
ones who attach their throbbing
care about most, friends and
ICQ, which I don't like but was
nature of the event." Sweet. The
more comfortable."
corns to the change in weather
family. I'm not saying I
forced to get because of Paul —
Nowadays, students, like me, consolation prize as offered by
patterns. They slow-sip their cofhaven't met wonderful people
he won't use America Online
the cabin-haters was an indoor
are left with those stories from
fee, smoke from a pipe and remhere, but keeping my old
Instant Messenger. It is my
venue like Club Reality, coupled
inisce with glossy eyes about the
the troughs of those old and
friends while making new ones
chat line of choice, even comleathery men, which fill their
side-by-side with an 8 p.m. shutgood or days when to they and
has made my life richer.
puter illiterates like me can use
down and a complimentary stuheads with purposeless images
the world around them were
I'd love to write more, but I
it. Then, there is FirstClass
dent barbecue,one with plenty of
of lifestyles and fantasies that are
young, free and "out of control,"
just got an e-mail friend my
chat, and since about 20 people
sodapop and bacon.
never to be attained, those events
back before the days of the
friend Julie. She's on spring
from my class attend the uniNot that alcohol equates the
and timeless stories that would
"Good Doctor."
break from her school and
versity, it ticks on and off with
best possible time, but in a situabe added to scrapbooks and cofSee, back in the '80s (please
coming
up to Orono for the
old friends occasionally.
tion, a college situation, an acute
refer to Playboy, Dec. 1985) fee-talk sessions years from
night.
I
better clean up the
later,
and
I
So it is an hour
outdoor Bumstock footloose sitnow, where they too could idly
UMaine hovered socially someshe
can sleep somePaul
floor
so
with
just finished chatting
chit-chat about the trivial. Now, uation, you cannot prevent it, as
where around "Where the Wild
not EVERYwhere.
See,
Dad,
friend,
another
over ICQ and
it is as much of a fixture as those
when you ascend up the Hilltop
Things Are," where each semeschanged!
THING
has
doing
AOL.
I
was
Jamie, over
old and leathery men in front of
to that muddy lawn, you are
ter day was a pre-nup, culminatwhat my father calls my "Ann
the Store. And although a pergreeted by the twinkle of the
ing and gaining momentum into
Amanda Hebert is a firstLanders impersonation," givverse utopian cabin dream, I
shiny Public Safety badge and
a glorified, outdoor version of a
year student and is a staff
ing advice to all who ask. I
would hope that the consensus of
the top of the 7-foot chain-link
house party, where the students
writer for The Maine Campus.
guess he's right there, but I
the student body would be to
fence surrounding the festivities.
would migrate to the "Deer
embrace Bumstock as revitalizAlthough one cannot deny the
Pens" and proceed to shake
necessity of enclosure and safety, ing the tradition, that tradition
themselves rhythmically into a
that was thought about every
you can't help but wonder, under
huge, wild rumpus in an event
long, dry semester day, culminatknown
as
the weight of that fence, that
affectionately
ing into that wet flip-flop frenzy
Bumstock has somehow lost that
"Bumstock." They would sway
Write a letter to the editor.
in April, free from the Good
lovin' feeling.
their flip-flops in the breeze to
Doctor and unwarranted control.
Recently, some concerned
the beat of the bongo and selfI'd be "comfortable" with that.
students, the ones who enjoy
expression. Oh yeah, and there
"Where the Wild Things Are,"
was alcohol, too.
Jason Canniff is the photo
tried to bring back that Playboy
The administration didn't
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
hippie feeling to Bumstock. editorfor The Maine Campus.
approve of this outrage, and on
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• Coffee House

Tuesday night was amazing, hope you didn't miss it
By Bridget Madden
Maine Campus staff
Tuesday night's Coffee Shop performance Was amazing and I feel truly sorry
for you if you weren't one of the sixty or
so in attendance. The Wood's Tea
Company, an Irish-American folk band
consisting of four members: Rusty
Jacobs, Mike Lussen, Tom Mackenzie
and Howard Wooden, showed a wide
range of talent.
They started the evening of entertainment with a beautiful a cappella song,
which showed off their strong melodious
voices and soothing harmonies. The next
few songs demonstrated their remarkable
instrumental abilities, each band member
playing about four different instruments.
Among such staples as guitar, banjo and
keyboard, there was also an exotic blend of
other instruments. For instance, the hammer dulcimer, one of the most calming and
sweet sounding instruments, was played
masterfully by band member Mackenzie.
They also played the penny whistle, harmonica, synthetic saxophone (which is silver in color and looks like a toy), up- right
electric bass, backpack guitar and the barron, a Celtic war drum, to name a few.
The band's genre range was not limited either. Along with traditional Irish folk
and original Irish-American folk songs,
this dynamic band also played some
bluesy tunes, inventive bluegrass and traditional American folk songs as well.
They were also er:• funny. They played
an original Irish-American folk song about
New Jersey. While cleverly blending a mix
of melodies in the traditional Celtic sound,
the lyrics described such contemporary

• From

a song or two.
Jacobs chose to do a song of his called
"Foolish Questions", which involved audience participation and explored the
strangeness of people who ask foolish
questions (obviously). Like when you fall
down an elevator shaft 47 floors and they
ask:"Are you hurt?" it's a foolish question.
Wooden's solo was a touching love
song filled with strong emotion both in
the content of the lyrics and the strength
of his voice. Mike Lussen, with additional accompaniment from Wooden, sang an
original Irish-American folk song
describing his ancestors' journeys from
Ireland to America for a better life. A very
touching song, especially to any IrishAmericans in the audience who may have
shared a similar history. Then there was
MacKenzie's solo, which was lively and
funny and about the mystery of whether a
Scotsman does wear anything underneath
his kilt.
And who can forget Katie, Rusty
Jacob's four-year-old, excuse me, four-and
-a-half-year-old red-head? She was a show
in herself, running up to the stage in her
cool magenta Reeboks, to give her dad a
present for his birthday, which was that
night. It was a folded napkin full of nickels.
This was one of the best performances
at the Coffee Shop this year. The Wood's
Tea Company's broad range of vocal and
instrumental talent along with their originality and humor makes them quite a
noteworthy band. It's all right if you
missed them Tuesday, though. They will
Wood's Tea Company. (Andrew Bailey photo.)
be playing in Bangor at the New Moon
Café on April 17. So if you didn't catch
The band members' solo abilities were
American phenomena that is particular to
before, I suggest you do so on
them
Each
show.
the
throughout
displayed
also
New Jersey such as smelly landfills, petroat 8 p.m.
Saturday
for
talents
his
exhibit
to
able
was
member
leum gas pipes and skanky bars.

the Tap

A taste test from Coors to Red hook ESB
By Rob Nies
Maine Campus staff
Can you imagine drinking beer way
back when our parents were our age? My
Dad always tells me stories about how
good Coors was and how priceless it was
on the East Coast. This was long before
they started to ship it east of the
Mississippi. Coors was the best beer he
could get. Wow, times have changed—
now we have tons of incredible beers to
drink. I think the only thing that should
consume Coors is my toilet.
Due to time constraints and OUI laws,
I was not able to complete my search for
the perfect pint of Murphy's and
Guinness. So this week I pulled some random beers, tasted them, and dug up some
past tasting notes. I was going to start
with a Coors Light (4.1 percent alcohol
by volume), but I just could not drink it,
so my tasting notes are, "better left
unopened."
Unibroue's Maudite (8 percent abv) is
an awesome Belgian-style ale brewed in
Quebec. This amber-colored ale has a

Milwaukee's Best (4
percent abv), better
cnown as "The
3east," is probably
the worst brewed
beer in America, if
you can call it beer.
This over-carbonated
can of water has no
noticeable taste, just
a stale aroma and
sour aftertaste.

strong hop nose and the flavor is very
spicy, fruity and acidic. This well-made
beer is refermented in the bottle, and the
carbonation is very fine.
Milwaukee's Best (4 percent abv),
better known as,"The Beast," is probably
the worst brewed beer in America, if you
can call it beer. This over-carbonated can
of water has no noticeable taste, just a
stale aroma and sour aftertaste. Someone
once told me that it had a nice sweet
malty taste, but how can that be when
Miller barely puts any malt into this beer.
We're lucky if they put any in.
Anchor Brewing Company's Liberty
Ale (6.1 percent abv) is an outstanding
beer brewed in San Francisco. This deep
amber-colored American ale has a strong
malty aroma. Up front, my palate picks
up a malt, spice and apricot flavor, which
finishes with a slight hoppy bite that
lingers for a little while. If you have not
had one of these, drink one tonight,
although the price is steep (most likely
four times the cost of The Beast).
La Trappe Quadruple (10 percent
abv) is by far the best beer produced in

the Netherlands. An authentic Trappist
ale, this beer has an original gravity of
1084-1088. Believe me, that is one hell
of a high gravity. This deep copperamber abbey ale has spicy aroma. The
first • taste is malty, but it is followed
with a nice fruity, dry, coriander finish.
Delisted from Maine (because no one
knew what it was, nor were they willing
to spend the cost of a 12-pack of Beast
on one bottle), you can still find it hanging around in Southern Maine stores.
We drank a lot of this in Amsterdam,
and that 10 percent abv does not take
long to kick in.
Redhook ESB (1054 original gravity,
5.4 percent abv) is hopped with
Willamette and Tettnanger hops. The
color of this beer is a transparent deepamber. The beer has a mouth tingling
hoppiness with a dry aftertaste. This
well-balanced bitter ale is by • far
Redhook's (or better known as Budhook)
best brewed beer.
Well, until next week, remember to
look, swirl, sniff and sip your beers to
appreciate aroma and flavor.
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• Symphonic Band

Big drums make floor vibrate
By Ted Chernesky
Maine Campus staff
Tuesday night was a bit of an interesting one for this reviewer. I had been
assigned to cover a combined concert of
the University's Concert and Symphonic
bands by my editor. Also, I had to work
backstage for that same concert, opening
and closing a door. Yeah, I know, I felt so
important. Anyway, it makes for a whole
new look at a concert when you are seeing
and hearing it from behind-the-scenes.
For one thing, you can't see as well, at
least not at the MCA when the orchestra
shell is closed. For another thing, the chatter of one's fellow workers over the headsets is not particularly conducive towards
hearing and appreciating the music. Yet
somehow, and you'll just have to trust me
on this. I did manage to do it.
There really isn't too much to say
about this concert. If you like that kind
of music, meaning predominantly classical with a few jazz pieces thrown in for
flavor, then it was a pretty good show.
The audience was particularly responsive, they had to be for me to hear them
behind the shell, while the audience
wasn't huge, it was a decent-sized group
that seemed enthusiastic about the per-

formance. As for the actual playing of
the music itself, and the quality of the
performance given, I really have no
complaints, to me it sounded fine.
Although, I was told by a member of the
Concert Band, that it would be nice if

the instruments were tuned. Whether
that was an actual problem or not, to me
it didn't make much of a difference, if at
all. The music was loud and good, when
those big drums were beat, the floor
vibrated with sympathetic resonance,

which translated, means that the whole
building was moving to the rhythm.
How's that for an image? The MCA just
gets up and dances away down Stillwater
Avenue. Hmm, there's an idea, maybe at
the end of next year's hockey season....
5

i
$2.50

$1.00 ALL DAY TUESDAY!
827-7411 Art & Foreign Films $4

Showtimes starting Friday
We have DTS-Digital and Dolby Digital Most
Advanced Sound Systems in the Area
Cruel Intentions(R) 7:10,9:00
DTS Digital Sound

ED TV(PG-13) 12:20, 2:55, 5:25, 800
Mod Squad(R)12:35, 2:40, 5:00, 700,9:05
A Bug's Life(G) 12:25, 3:10, 5:10, 7:15
Message in a Bottle(PG-13) 12:20, 5:00,9:20
Shakespeare in Love(R)12:25, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
A Civil Action(PG-13) 12:30, 300, 5:10, 7:20, 930
DTS Digital Sound

Patch Adams(PG-13) 12:20, 245, 5:05, 715, 9:25
8 MM(R)9:10
Dolby Digital
Wing Commander(PG-13) 12:40, 3:00, 5:10
his week's Foreign Film is: "MICROCOSMOS" rated.
Showing 5:00 on Sunday and 5:00 and 7:15 Wednesday
and Thursday. Cancelling the 5:05 of "Patch Adams" on
Sunday. Also cancelling the 5:05 and 7:15 showing of
"Patch Adams" on Wednesday and Thursday.

UMaine's concert and symphonic bands played Tuesday night for a more than
enthusiastic audience. (Eric Anderson photo.)
Does Your Heart Good.

EXERCISE

American Heart
Association

EXIT 51 - UNIVERSITY MALL - ORONO

Open You may learn something about yourself.
your mind
Campus

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine

NOW AVAILABLE ON
Fria:lay, April 23, 1-999
Ccollby Calloegs3

ATE WANTED_
cm_y

TICKETS $10 IN ADVANCE OR $12 IF BOUGHT ON APRIL 23
($1 from each ticket will be donated to FRIENDS OF THE KENNEBEC
ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP in spirit of Earth Week)

Tickets can be purchased at: the Student Activities Office at Colby Col-

lege, all Bull Moose music stores in Maine, Good Vibrations in Augusta,
the CD Exchange in Portland, or Doctor Records in Orono,

TICKETS CAN ALSO BE CHARGED BY PHONE BY CALLING
802-86FLYNN

VIDEOCASSETTE
WEICI:UEANSI.,.Ra4PVIAIEI:z.ARCak
VIAqd.A14
•
t.""q0:: kIRAM.Cit'VE7f I-ktakIV1104
•,AhTf.i..,): kVA7357
ktiHR
kit st

RENT

g244/a

Doors Open at 7:00 PM Show Starts at 8:00 PM

IT

•

AT:
6 Mill Street
Orono, ME
accross the street
from Pat's Pizza)

Phone 866-4566
HOURS: Sun-Thu.10AM -10PM•Fri-Sat.9AM -11PM

The Demo"

"The Lore"

"W eightless in Water"
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• Thunderheart

The short of it 'History speaks if we listen'
By Elisabeth Gold
Maine Campus staff

* With Bumstock just a week away,
the issues of time control and alcohol
seem to have neatly disintegrated into the
excitement of the impending weekend.
Realizing the 8 p.m. curfew was a little
ridiculous, the fabulous four administrators who are overseeing the event agreed
to let the festivities run from 4 p.m. until
11 p.m. on Friday, April 23, and from
noon on Saturday,April 24,to 12:15 a.m.
Sunday, April 25. As for the serving of
drinks, it's a no go. The alcohol tent didn't go down too well with the administration. In an e-mail sent to the Dean of
Good Will of Bumstock Channing
Geele, Robert Dana associate dean of
students and community life said:
"We do not feel comfortable having
catered alcohol at this event and I am
therefore not approving the service of
alcohol at Bumstock."
Although one does have to wonder
why Dana offered up to $10,000 for
Bumstock to take place in an indoor
venue on that Friday night. Apparently,
an indoor party, like our popular Club
Reality, would allow us to be safer (and
thus more easily watched)and would be
limited to those 18 and older, with alcohol being served for a span of three
hours in a "controlled area." Needless to
say, it ain't happening.

* If you missed all the coolly decorated flyers and brochures artistically
enhanced by Willa Wirth (who also
happens to be the leading lady for the
local favorite band the Groove
Diggers), then wake up! The Beautiful
Project, a two day celebration of
women, is happening this very weekend kicking off tonight with Ani
DiFranco at the MCA. Check out the
activities that will be going on all
Saturday long in Donald P. Corbett
business building. Among your possible options are a student-produced documentary that examines the beauty of
women;a sex toy show playfully titled,
"What's All The Buzz About?"; a discussion led by UMaine student
Shontay Delalue about the wonderful
diversity of black
hair; and
Philadelphia-based musical performer
Darth Jennings. The complete schedule
for the jam-packed day can be found in
this week's Campus Crier, the pullout
baby of ASAP's The Village Idiot or
between the pages of this very publication. And if you are a writer, artist or
creative in anyway, head yourself over
to the 4th floor Chadbourne and check
The Idiot out. They're looking for submissions for their upcoming media
issue and The Maine Campus (on the
other side) is looking for ah, a new
staff for next year.

Open You may learn something about yourself.
your mind
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
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By Ted Chernesky
Maine Campus staff
The Native-American Institute's
presentation
of
the
movie
"Thunderheart," was in their own words,
not something intended to be thoughtprovoking. Rather it was intended to
provide a bit of entertainment, and
maybe make a few side points about the
treatment of Native-Americans in our
society. However, whether the movie
was intended to provoke thought or not,
it, in fact, did, for me at least.
The actual cinematography of the
movie was pretty typical for the time it
was made. I'm not sure exactly when
that was, but I'm guessing late 1980s to
early 1990s. Despite some breathtaking
footage of the countryside, supposedly
the South Dakotan Badlands, as well as a
nice, solid plotline, the movie still came
off as a trifle melodramatic and romantic.
However, don't let me tell you what is
and is not a good movie; let your own
tastes guide you, not mine.
Despite its tendency to preach and
touch of melodramaticism, the movie
still managed to make me think about a
lot of things. Uppermost in my mind is a
recollection from U.S. History class in
high school. Specifically, the United
States has a long history of attempting to
further its own policies overseas by
propping up governments and rulers who
would support the United States' aims.
However, this policy did not tend to put
the best people for the job in leadership
positions. One of the best examples of
this policy at work, was American sup-

port of a dictatorial government in South
Vietnam before and during the Vietnam
War. The general that the United States
put in charge, whose name I cannot
remember now, was hated by most of his
people, and only remained in power
because of American support. The reason we kept that dictator in power?
Because he was anti-communist, for that
and no other reason. Where I am
attempting to go with this is to point out
that the American government is guilty
of that same sin of imposing brutal
tyrants onto a nation, in order to further
the aims of the United States, in more
places than just Vietnam. I saw another
example of that imposition in
"Thunderheart." In order to get the mineral rights to a potential uranium strip
mine site, the United States government
was supporting gangs of goons. Gangs
who went around beating up and killing
those Native Americans who opposed
the government's plan, and blamed the
incidents on a militant traditionalist
group in the area called ARM.
I guess all I am trying to really say in
this review is that the atrocities visited
upon the Native American community is
not an isolated example, it is part of a
long history of atrocity perpetrated by a
greedy government. History speaks to us
if we listen to what it is saying.
Sometimes, it takes a sentimental movie,
intended as nothing more than mere
entertainment, to enable us to hear the
voices of the past. Certainly that was true
in my case. What am I saying here? Don't
go looking for thought, let it find you. Go
see a good movie.

• End of the World

Lost Predictions of Nostradamus
Paris, France(AP)- The end of the world may be
near, according to newly translated texts believed to be the
lost work of Nostradamus. Historian Dr. Pierre DeLa Bier,
translator of the recently discovered texts, released passages
describing the three signs of the end of the world to press
representatives last week. According to Dr. DeLa Bier, the
texts read:
Three signs shall precede the End of the World;
One offour icy warriors shall take the prize,
While fire consumes and the people rejoice.
Then the minstrels will congregatefor the twofinal
days and nights,
And the people will gather to hear them and
celebrate.
In the last minutes of the Final Day, The Demon,
With long hair and shaded eyes, shall be revealed
For what he really is, and the World will cease to be.
The authenticity of the texts was in dispute for several years, but they are now widely accepted as
Nostradamus's final predictions before his death. [The
texts] were generally ignored due to their dubious integrity,
Dr. DeLa Bier said, so we have not yet completed our translation. For example, one word, Bumstocke, is mentioned
several times, and as of yet we have been unable to attach
any meaning to it.
The complete translation of the texts will be released
early next year, Dr. DeLa Bier said, Unless, of course, the
world ends first."
See PREDICTIONS on page 23
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classifieds
for rent
Old Town. Modern 2-BR apartments.
Heat+hot water included. No pets. 1 BR
also avail. 827-7231
ORONO - apts for summer or fall. No
pets. 866-2516

5BR+2 full bth modern, clean close. All
utilities cable+2 movie ch. tel. Privacy
assured $230/mo each. 827-6212
Where can you live + canoe kayak,
sailboard, swim or fish from your
front door? 5BR+2 full bath 827-6212

Orono Apartments. Efficiency a $200$220/mo. All expenses paid. 2Br apt-$495
3 BR also avail. 827-7231

5BR+2 full bath townhouse. Modern,
clean close. Heat water sewer
trash+snow removed, laundry, pets..
827-6212

OLD TOWN 1 2 4 Br Apts Heat Hot water
water sewer. No pets. 1 Br $375 2Br
$435 4Br $750 Lease Call 827-7404

Where can you sit on your front deck
+ watch eagles + osprey fly over the
Stillwater River? 827-6212

5 BR+ 2 FULL BATHS TOWNHOUSE. CLOSE TO UM. MODERN,
CLEAN, NEWLY RENOVATED.
DECKS FT & REAR. TRI-LEVEL.
RIVER ACCESS. SAFE NEIGHBORHOOD. ONE BLOCK TO TENNIS COURTS, BALLFIELD, AND
POST OFFICE. PRIVACY
ASSURED. LAUNDRY. RENT
$950/M0 OR 190 EACH. HEAT,
WATER, SNOW & TRASH & MORE
INCLUDED. FMI...827-6212

5BR+2 full baths. Close to UMO.
$950/mo. Heat water, sewer,
trash+snow incl. May,June,Sept
rentals avail. 827-6212
5BR+2 full baths---Townhouse, modern, laundry, safe, quiet area.
$950/mo. incl heat water. 827-6212
Cable+2 movie ch., telephone, washer/dryer, ALL utilities incl. Safe, close,
Modern 5 BR+2 full bath. 827-6212

For rent in June, 3&4 bedroom apts.
Starting at $600. 1/2 mile from campus.
Chem free. No pets. 866-3785

Live independently + save more than
$2000+ over dorm costs per y_r or
$1000. Total for 5 BR+2 bath. 827-6212

Orono. Washburn Place 149 Park
St. Luxery 2BR townhouse. Heat,
water, sewer included. No pets.
Sec. Dep. One year lease. $660.
Call 945-6955

Large 5 BR+2 full baths. Close to campus. Safe, quiet area. Rent summer or
longer. 827-6212

Secure you ant/furnished rm for next
school year 1,2,4 Brms walking distance
to campus 866-2816; 866-7888
3+5 Bedroom apt for rent. May, 1 year
lease all utilities paid w/d dishwasher
snowplowing. Call 989-3452
Classy 2 Bdrm Old Town Apt Lvngrm,
eat-in kitchen, sun porch, full bath, attic
for storage. Steve@ 827-8420
Orono downtown efficiency apartment.
Utilities included, 2 rooms+ bath available May1, $295 866-2518
OLD TOWN,furnished 1 BR apartment
for rent. Heat+electricity included.
$415/mo + sec. dep. 827-2592
Old Town 3BR w/dining rm & porch. it
floor, available 6/1. $650+ dep. 827-7946
or 537-3555
3+5 BR apt fop rent May 1 year lease all
utilities paid w/d dishwasher snowplowing, call 989-3452
Old Town Ig 4Br 2 Bath house d/w+w/dry
hook-up modern heat+hw incl. $850
sec+lease Call 827-3780
Orono 17 Water St Lg 5BR+3bath good
condition $1000 incl all utilities.
Sec+lease. Call 827-3780
Old Town Lg modern 3Br good cond,
w/dryer hookup. $675 incl heat+hw.
Sec+lease. Call 827-3780
Old Town Lg modern good cond. All utilities inc. Sec+lease $440. Call 827-3780
Old Town under renov 3-2 BR apts.
Heat/hw ncl. $525/mo. Near grocery
stores, bus, UMO. Avail. May1 1-800817-3139
2+3 BR apts avail 1 BR efficiency lease+
dep. Tel days 827-4550 nights 732-3368
June Rentals 2BR 450+500, 3BR
600+650 and 1 4BRw/ dishwasher+ private drive 750. Call 852-4876
5BR+2 full baths, washer/dryer,
cable+2 movie chs+telephone + all utilities incl. $1150/mo. 827-6212

13

Rollerblade, bike canoe kayak, skateboard to class. 1 mi. to campus.
Summer rooms+ apts available. 8276212
Summer+ longer Rooms to Rent in
modern, clean, apt close to campus. Lg.
rm $250, sm. rm $200. 827-6212
Roommate wanted to share 3br apt in
Old Town this fall. $200+ elec. Call
Shannon @ 581-6499
Classy 2BR Old Town Apt -- lvngrm,
eat-in kitchen, sun porch, full bth, attic for
storage. Steve @ 827-8420
Orono apt for summer June-August. 2
big Bdrms. on river, walking distance
to campus. $450. 866-9500

Violence: It's expected
By Jay Mites
Maine Campus staff
It's time to let off some sports steam
that's generally building up around me.
On the local front it's time to lay some
smack down on this whole "football players are evil" business.
In my four year sentence here at the
University of Maine, football has run the
gamut of lewd behavior. I've been here
through the food fights and general
obnoxious behavior in Stewart Commons.
The sexual misconduct and OUI stuff.
Fights outside of clubs. Fights with other
teams. Fights with frat boys. Destruction
of public property. The list goes on.
My question is, who's surprised'?
Football is a violent sport that
attracts violent people. Especially at the
college level, where the people who
make it are the ones who excelled at vialence in high school.
Furthermore, Maine football does not
attract the best and the brightest. We get
the players that better programs didn't
want. Many bring a "big fish in a little
pond" attitude. Throw alcohol into the
mix and shit is going to happen.
Through all of this the people who suffer, besides the victims, are those players
who are not involved in any of the incidents. For every jerk on the team, there are
three who think he's a jerk, too.
Unfortunately, as in society at large, the
many have to suffer at the hands of the few.
Is it true?
Now how about the whole John
Giannini —Black Bear men's hoop coach —
going to Southwest Missouri State thing?
All week the local television sports gurus
having been churning the ol' rumor mill.
One guy said on Tuesday night that definite news would be available "in the next
24 hours," getting me all worried that I'm
missing a big story. It's Friday now and I
don't know anything, the guy on TV doesn't know anything, and more importantly,
John Giannini doesn't know anything.

help wanted

misc

Summer Camp Counselors needed for
camps in Massachusetts. Positions available for talented, energetic & fun loving
students as counselors in all team sports,
all individual sports such as Tennis, Golf,
Waterfront, Pool activities & specialty
activities including art, dance, theater,
gymnastics, newspaper, rocketry & radio.
Great salaries, room & board, travel. 6/198/18. Enjoy a great summer that promises
to be unforgettable. MAH-KEE-NAC
(boys) 1800-753-9118 DANBEE (girls)
1800-392-3752 www.greatcampjobs.com

SEX MATTERS LIVE! Wednesday
nights 10-11 pm 91.9 WMEB 581-2333

SPORTS! FUN! MONEY! Counselors
needed to teach all land/water sports.
888-844-8080. Apply ,
www.camocedar.com
WANTED: CAREER ASSISTANTS 19982000. Great Experience training provided.
Apply now at Career Ctr. Call 1359
BEST SUMMER JOB YOU'LL EVER
HAVE! Top-notch Maine summer camps
for boys seeks counselors to instruct
either basketball, tennis, lacrosse, baseball, hockey, golf, hiking, ropes courses,
archery, swimming, boating, waterskiing,
arts&crafts, photography, video, music.
June 21- August 14, Highest camp
salaries, plus travel, room, board, laundry
service, internship credit. Great facilities,
beautiful lake-front setting. We seek
dynamic, responsible role-models who
enjoy working with children. Call 410-6532480 or email skylemargg@aol.com

Who the hell is Luis Palau? Curious,
come hear what he has to say April 1517 @7pm at the Alfond Arena
White Water Raft Guides Time is running out!! May trainig course on
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers. Full
time and weekend work available. No
experience necessary. Call Doug @
207-663-4466
UMO Pre-Law Society LSAT preparation will be held Sunday, April 18 in
Bangor Lounge @ 8:00pm.

for sale
Books for Sale. Very interesting. Write
Romance 101, 502 Scholar Ct.
Edgewood, MD21040
Ani DiFranco tickets for sale, great
seats! Row D Call Rhonda 866-5638

travel
Get the Hell out of here!!
Mexico, the Caribbean or Central
America $199 round trip. Europe
$169 one way. Other worldwide
destinations cheap. Book tickets
online www.airtech.com or
(212)219-7000

Running on empty
How about some regional smack now
— starting with our beloved Patriots and
their running back dilemma. They don't
have one since Robert Edwards ended his
career playing flag football on a beach,
and the only people afraid of Sedrick
Shaw are Pats fans who envision a season
with him as the starter. How are the Pats
planning on salvaging the situation?
They're offering Washington, who has the
No. 5 pick, their first round draft picks at
20 and 28. The hope is that they will move
into position to pick up either Heisman
winner Ricky Williams or the formidable
Edgerrin James.
It's all a piss in the wind because no
team is going to give up the No. 5 pick this
year unless they get an offer they can't
refuse. The Pats can't afford that offer.
Even NVith the best-case scenario that
the Pats get someone like Williams, their
offensive line is going to suck too much
for him to shine. Here's what they do.
Keep their picks and improve there
offensive line. With a good line any shmo
can run a 1000 yards these days, and as
Terrel Davis and Jamal Anderson have
proved it doesn't matter what round you
get a running back in.
No Mo'problems?
Now how about them Red Sox? The
we don't need no stink'n Mo" campaign is underway with flying colors.
Maybe some people are surprised to see
them 6-1 right now but I'm not one of
them. They have better pitching than last
year, better base running, and Jose
Offerman isn't as bad a decision as some
originally thought.
I can already smell the burned benches for the World Series celebration and
the police blotter full of football players
as a result.

Baseball

from page 16

ing in America East, as the No. 2 Towson
Tigers will visit Orono for four games
this weekend.
The Black Bears (17-14, 5-3 conference) are part of a four-way dance for the
top spot. Delaware (14-0,5-1) leads the
pack, as Towson (10-10, 4-2) and Drexel
(9-16, 4-2) are tied for second.
The Tigers are in the middle of the
conference in both pitching (fourth, 5.28)
and hitting (fifth, .286), and are led by
Ryan Avila with a .404 average, two home
runs and 13 RBIs.
Starter Peter Buck is the staff ace at 30 and a 2.31 ERA, with 26 strikeouts in
35 innings.
Jim Bailin, Rusty Tucker, Kris Ehmke
and Rob Worcester will all make starts for
Maine this weekend.

SKEETER'S
Redemption Cente

614 Stillwater Avenue Old Tow

Open 7Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service
$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
ree Commercial Pickup Available

JENUDS'irUI
10°!
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'qRêâI World
Seattle Cast: Janet, Nathan, Lindsay

Boston Cast: Sean, Kameelah, Jason

Saturday, April 17t
7:00 pm
Doors open at 6p

Maine Center for the Arts

Friday, April 16, 1999
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• Draft

Hats off to an electrifying draft
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
This year's NFL Draft promises to be a
most electrifying one since the Pats passed
on Dan Marino in 1983 so they could take
Tony Eason instead.(An aside: Eason and
Marino have each been to the same number of Super Bowls: One. Does that make
Eason as worthwhile a pick as Marino?)
I stuffed some names and teams in a
hat and pulled them out. The results are as
follows.
1) Cleveland: Tim Couch, QB,
Kentucky. Remember last year, when
everyone was making excuses as to why
Peyton Manning shouldn't be the top pick
in the 1998 draft? Well, the same thing is
happening with Couch this year. Peyton
turned out fine. So will Couch.
2) Philadelphia: Akili Smith, QB,
Oregon. Like hell coach Andy Reid is
going to keep Doug Pedersen as his QB
all season.

3) Cincinnati: Donovan McNab, QB,
Syracuse. QB's go 1-2-3 in the draft for
the first time since '71.
4) Indianapolis: Ricky Williams, RB,
Texas. Now that Faulk's in St. Louis.
5) Washington: Champ Bailey,
CB/WR,Georgia."Not the Real" Bailey
is this year's Charles Woodson. The
Pats could wind up with this pick, but
it's not likely.
6) St. Louis: Torry Holt, WR, N.C.
State. The funny thing is that coach Dick
Vermiel would take James over
Williams. Can you see the 60-something
Vermiel in the same room with Master P
(Williams' agent)?
7) Chicago: Edgerrin James, RB,
Miami. Bye-bye Enis.
8) Arizona: John Tait, OT, BYU. A
big fella to protect Jake the Snake.
9)Detriot: Jevon Kearse, DE,Florida.
10) Baltimore: Daunte Culpepper,
QB, Central Florida. Didn't Maine play
these guys a few years back?

11) Minnesota: Chris McAllister, CB,
Arizona.
12) New Orleans: David Boston, WR,
Ohio State. Ditka's fuming right about
now...
13) Pittsburgh: Troy Edwards, WR,
Louisiana Tech. A consolation prize for
not nabbing Boston.
14) Kansas City: Lonnie Shelton, OT,
Eastern Michigan.
15) Tampa Bay: Solomon Paige, OT,
West Virginia. A good draft for linemen.
16)Tennessee: Ebenezer Ekuban, DE,
UNC. No Scrooge jokes here.
17) Seattle: Kevin Johnson, WR,
Syracuse.
18) Oakland: Andy Katzenmoyer, LB,
Ohio State. Fits the Raider mode.
19) New York Giants: Chris
Claiborne, LB, USC. Amazing he's still
on the board this late.
20) New England: Damien Woody, C,
replaces Dave
BC. Local kid
Wohlabaugh.

21) Arizona: Anthony McFarland,
DT,LSU.
22) Dallas: Lamar King, DE,
Saginaw Valley.
23) Buffalo: Patrick Kerney, DE,
Virginia.•
24) Miami: Rob Konrad, FB,
Syracuse. Him or bad-boy RB Cecil
"Deisel" Collins.
25) Green Bay: Mike McKenzie, CB,
Memphis.
26) Jacksonville: Johnny Rutledge,
LB, Florida.
27)San Francisco: Aaron Gibson, OT,
Wisconsin.
28) New England: Tony Bryant, DE,
FSU. McGinest's getting battered about.
29) Minnesota: Cade McNown, QB,
UCLA. Insurance for Cunningham and
George.
30) Atlanta: Jared DeVries, DT,
Arizona.
31) Denver: Anthony Poindexter, S,
Virginia. To replace Steve Atwater.

Azumah

from page 16

Scouting Combine in February, where he
ran the 40-yard dash in 4.55 seconds and
exhibited a 43-inch vertical leap. Perhaps
this explains why the New England Patriots
are considering converting Azumah to
defensive back should they select him.
The durable Azumah missed only three
games in his career — and they were all in
his freshman year, when he still managed

to put together a 1,106-yard campaign.
"He's stayed healthy for us," Bowes said.
But Azumah's major stumbling block
in the highway to NFL stardom could very
well be his size — or lack thereof.
The 5'10," 186-pound Azumah has
been compared to the even more diminutive (5'7") Troy Davis of the New Orleans
Saints. While Davis rushed for 2,000

yards. in back-to-back seasons at Iowa
State, he has found minimal success in the
NFL, running for a meager 414 yards in
two seasons with New Orleans.
"One downside is his size," Bowes
said. "He's not as big as what NFL people
would like to see."
Despite his slight stature, Azumah has
been ranked 10th among all running backs
by ESPN's Mel Kiper Jr. and 13th by Pro
Football Weekly.
The Sporting News, however, failed to

mention Azumah in its list of 21 draftlikely running backs.
Other potential NFL prospects around
the A-10:
* Mike Cook, QB, William & Mary.
While not the biggest QB around (6-0,203),
Cook is known for his gutsiness and instinct.
Khari Samuel,ILB,UMass. Ranked as
high as sixth on some draft boards, Samuel
is an all-out blitzer who might be a bit small
for some teams (6'2," 235). He is, however,
projected as one of the draft's big sleepers.

Top 8 Reasons to Not
Check out Luis Palau:
8. His name is harder to say than Ushuaia.
7. Plenty of room at the library Sat. night.
6. I'm enjoying the weekend hangover routine.
5. I might miss an email from my Mom.
UNH tailback Jerry Azumah could go as early as the fourth round in the weekend's NFL draft. (Dave Gagne photo.)

Budget and Business Services

New Travel Management
Informational Meetings
Wednesday April 21
Thursday April 22
April 23
Friday

10:00 am
1:00 pm
9:30 am

FFA Room/ Memorial Union
Registration not required.

4. My professor said Luis Palau doesn't exist.
3. Don't want to miss the online chat with
the cast of"Dawson's Creek."
2. I don't have a ride to Alfond.
1. Rumor has it Palau played for UNH!
Not very good reasons are they... Actually we think you'd
get a la from checking out this event. Luis grew up in South
America and has traveled world-wide. He decided that Jesus
Christ really is who he claimed to be, and based his life on it.
Come hear why.
He's here this Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights; 7 PM,
Alfond arena. All free. (Sat. starts off with a ska concert by FIF)
Sponsored by Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
and Campus Crusadefor Christ

Eck
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• Baseball

Cochran, Black Bears silence White Mules
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Jared Cochran has shown
flashes of being a top starting
pitcher before, but really hasn't
had the chance to do so on a
consistent basis.
But if he has more outings
like he did against Colby on
Wednesday, Cochran could
become a permanent fixture in
the starting rotation.
The junior right-hander scattered four hits over 7 1/3 innings
and struck out seven in the
Mainebaseball team's 5-0 win
over the White Mules at
Mahaney Diamond.
"It's always nice to show
the coach you can pitch,"
Cochran said.
The Black Bears (17-14) will
entertain America East foe
Towson for twin doubleheaders
on Saturday and Sunday.
"I had all three pitches working today. My fastball was at
times a little erratic, but I didn't
walk anybody. I stuffed it in
there and got some outs,"
Cochran said, adding that despite
the cold, his breaking ball got
stronger as the game went on.
"Jared was clutch. In these
types of games where it's cold
and you go out there and get
down by three or four runs, it's
hard to come back. Jared didn't
allow that to happen," Maine
coach Paul Kostacopolous said.
Cochran (1-0) retired 20 of
the 26 batters he faced, as two
reached on errors by third baseman Brian Poire, and showed
poise in just his second start of
the season.
However, his counterpart,
Colby's 11-7Marty Whitmore
was matching him inning for
inning, even carrying a no-hitter
into the fifth inning when
Brandon Brewer ripped a single
into right field.
"We knew coming in we'd
face a lot of off-speed stuff.
That's something we worked on
in practice the last couple days,"
Brewer said. "He kept us off
balance quite well, but our bats
came around later."
Maine got to Whitmore (3-

1) in the sixth when Brett
Ouellette stroked a clutch tworun double with the bases
loaded and two outs.
"We don't get that hit, I think
we're in trouble. If Brett doesn't get that hit, we're squeezing
the bats awful tight. It basically
won the game for us,"
Kostacopolous said.
Bryan Harvie had an RBI single and Jon Hambelton notched
a sacrifice fly RBI in the seventh
to make it 4-0, and added a run
in the eighth on a Brewer single
to round out the scoring.
Eric O'Brien threw 1 2/3 hitless innings for his first save,
fanning two.
Whitmore's final line (six
innings, five hits, four runs and
five strikeouts) didn't do him justice, as Maine hitters were unable
to solve him on a cold, windy day.
Brewer related the game to
their recent contests against
Hartford when the offense struggled to get runs on the board.
"We didn't hit the ball quite as
well, and had some good pitching. The hitting will come and if
the pitching stays steady, I think
we'll be all set," Brewer said.
But it was Cochran's performance that had Kostacopolous
excited about more possible
starts down the road.
"He's really pitched pretty
well for us in his spots, and I
think he helped himself out a lot
today," Kostacopolous said.
"He'll get another opportunity...setting up for the last tour to
five weeks of the season, I
would think you're going to see
more of Jared.
"If he throws like that, you
will."
Cochran said he didn't think
he would throw that many
innings, and that before the
game it was expected he would
go around three or four innings.
Kostacopolous said he didn't
have an idea of multiple pitchers
or a certain amount of innings,
but that after 108-110 pitches, it
was time to come out.
The Roar: Maine will have
the chance to improve its standSee BASEBALL on page 13

INSIDE SPORTS
Bailey is excited.
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Tucker at work.
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Baltes is a Falcon.
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University of Maine second baseman Julian Bracali heads to first after singling in the sixth inning.
(Scott Shelton photo.)

• Football

NFL draft day zooms in
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Feel a draft, anybody?
The NFL Draft is here once
again, a time when exPerts-for-aday pore over draft books and
magazines and attempt to decipher
which team will draft what player.
And when the draftniks gather for this year's draft, they better
remember to keep some Atlantic
10 players in mind as well.
The Atlantic 10, in which the
University of Maine competes,
has a handful of players which

will likely be snagged in the
middle to later rounds of this
year's draft.
Leading the way is New
Hampshire All-American Jerry
Azumah, who snagged the
1998 Walter Payton award as
the top I-AA player in the
nation after running for 2,195
yards and 21 touchdowns.
Azumah turned the A-10
into his personal playground the
last four years, running for an
eye-popping 6,082 yards during
his career.
Against Maine in 1998 the

Black Bears held him to "only"
126 yards Sept.. 12 at Alfond
Stadium, Azumah's second-lowest one-game total of the season.
He rushed for 189 yards versus
Maine in 1997.
"Jerry's a very competitive
kid," Wildcat coach Bill Bowes
said. "He has good feet and outstanding vision.
"He sees cuts and he knows
when to make the right cut."
Azumah put together an
impressive showing at the NFL
See AZUMAH on page 15

University of Maine pitcher Jared Cochran tossed 7
innings
1/3 scoreless
Wednesday as the Black
Bears shut out Colby 5-0.
Cochran whiffed seven batters without walking anybody, making him our
Athlete of the Week.

